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Balancing Yield And Capital Preservation in A Negative Rate 
Environment 

• Weak global macroeconomic conditions of recent years have led to unprecedented levels of 

monetary policy stimulus, but there has been broad lack of success in creating economic growth  

• Erosion of European and U.S. government bond yields towards/into negative territory has created 

challenges for asset managers; weaker investment returns 

– Divergence: U.S. eyeing policy normalisation;  ECB pursuing non-conventional policies 

• Investors now forced to balance yield/credit quality/capital preservation 

– ‘Chasing yield’ by extending both risk exposure and duration. Where next? 

• Persistent economic weakness, threat of ‘Brexit’ may weaken European corp earnings and credit 

quality and undermine credit risk valuations; default rates rising, recovery rates falling 

• Rebound in economic growth and inflation expectations would expose risk investors to the effects 

of monetary tightening  



GDP vs Inflation: Fuel For Low Interest Rates 
U.S. GDP Fragile U.S. Inflation Supports Low Rate Outlook 

€ Zone GDP € Zone Inflation 



Monetary Policy Has Failed to Create Economic Growth 
…or meaningful inflation 

ECB Interest Rates 

Fed Funds Rate 



Disparate Debt/Deficit Profiles Of EU Member States 
…suggests one policy cannot fit all 

Maastricht Treaty criteria 
only currently met by one 
Eurozone member state 
 
ECB interest rates / yields 
seem set to remain low / 
negative for the foreseeable 
future 

Source: Bloomberg (data as  of 12/31/2015
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Europe Facing Deflation Risk Not Inflation 
Low/Negative Yields Leave Money Managers Searching For Returns 

European rates 

set to remain low 

for foreseeable 

future; ECB 

running out of 

options to create 

inflation 

 

Corporate Sector 

Purchase 

Programme to 

begin end June 



But Has Expanded Central Bank Balance Sheets 

ECB Balance Sheet Expansion 

U.S. Federal Reserve Total Assets 



Driving Yields To Historic (Negative) Lows 
Low/Negative Yields Leave Money Managers Searching For Returns 

Difference between low (but 

positive) yields/interest rates 

and negative yields/interest 

rates has direct implications 

for portfolio allocation and 

risk positioning 

 

Negative yields: capital 

preservation and return; 

encourages risk taking 

 

Low yields: maximising 

return 



Driving Yields To Historic (Negative) Lows 
Low/Negative Yields Leave Money Managers Searching For Returns 

Since GFC (2008) and through 

European debt crisis (2012), 

central banks have pursued 

expansionary monetary policies 

 

U.S. / Europe; different degrees of 

success 

 

U.S. eyeing improved economic 

outlook, interest rate normalisation 

 

ECB considering non-conventional 

policy measures   



Brexit Carries High European Event Risk  
U.K. EU Referendum June 23 may fuel spike in market volatility 

Vote for Brexit likely to 

fuel spike in haven 

flows. GBP may see 

short-term collapse 

and sharp downward 

pressure on Bund 

yields. 

 

Vote to ‘Remain’ may 

result in GBP rally 

and drift higher in 

yield structure   



Investors Chase Yield In Corporate Bonds 
A Boon For Corporate Issuers, A Huge Challenge For Portfolio Managers 

Erosion of yield 

leaves investors 

with stark choice 

between credit 

quality and yield 

when maximising 

portfolio risk / 

reward profile 



Investors Extending Duration As Well As Risk 
Hunt for yield in recent years persuading investors to stretch into longer maturity bonds 

In addition to moving down quality curve, investors also extending maturity and 

duration risk… … leaves them exposed to interest rate volatility risk 

January - May: European Syndicated Primary Issuance 



New Issue Supply Has Responded To Demand 
After a slow start to 2016 corporate new issuance, volumes have accelerated 



Increased Risk Exposure in Credit Portfolios 
Risk Appetite Being Further Buoyed By Prospect of CSPP Later This Month 

Investors are 

stretching their  

risk parameters 

further and 

further down 

quality curve in 

hunt for yield… 

 

…as reflected 

in compression 

between IG/HY 

spreads 



Value Of Credit Research In Negative Yield Environment 

• Balancing yield and capital preservation in negative yield environment requires:   

– Inter- and Intra-Sector Relative Value analysis 

– Macro themes and trends 

– Structural and technical drivers; ECB CSPP, crowding out 

– Fundamental issuer analysis; earnings, M&A risk, balance sheet management, credit 

rating target 

 



Corporate Earnings; Devil In The Detail  
Headline Earnings Data May Be Misleading; Revenue Growth Is What Is Important 



Beware Potential M&A Risk 
Debt Financing And Rating Dilution May Pressure Credit Quality Metrics 



Risk/Reward Balance 

• Low vs. Negative interest rates/yields may fuel different investment strategies 

• In search for yield investors can extend portfolio risk or duration profiles, or both  

– May take investor beyond pre-set investment parameters, rating constraints 

• Further investor extends down rating curve, greater is implied default risk 

• Lower yields/tighter spreads require increasingly idiosyncratic approach to risk; macro, top-

down strategies may be of declining relevance; financials vs. non-financials 

• Need for strong fundamental, bottom up credit research; conviction relative value trades  

Investors Now Face Choice Between Yield and Implied Default Risk 



2016 ytd corporate 

defaults reach highest 

level since 2009 during 

global financial crisis…  

 

 

… and yet investors 

continue to move focus 

further down the credit 

rating quality curve in 

the search for yield 

Caveat Emptor; Default Rates On The Rise 



Not only are investors exposing themselves to higher default risk by chasing yield down the rating spectrum, 

but falling recovery rates means that the event of default could be even more costly than previously 

And Recovery Rates Falling 



Bottom Up Analysis Key To Preserving Capital 



Conclusion: No Time For Complacency 

• Optimists may argue that global credit markets are currently in a Goldilocks environment; 

low growth and low inflation, interest rates low for longer, positive for risk appetite 

• Erosion of European and U.S. government bond yields towards/into negative territory is 

now forcing investors to adopt increasing levels of corporate risk in portfolios as they try to 

maximise investment returns  

• Problems will arise if/when macro backdrop changes from the status quo 

• Prospect of sustained Fed tightening could trigger unwind of HY risk appetite as investors 

achieve yield target in better rated assets; would expose high yield issuers to increased 

debt service costs 

• Persistent economic weakness / anaemic growth over time may weaken corporate 

earnings and credit quality and undermine credit risk valuations 

• Against this uncertain, negative rate backdrop, investors now need to carefully balance 

yield and risk (capital preservation), with combined macro / thorough micro analysis 




